ESSENTIAL AGREEMENT 3RB

3RB is committed to making good choices independently.

We will respect each other by:

- taking turns while speaking. One person speaks at a time.
- listening and looking at the speaker.
- putting our hand up if we need to ask or share a comment.
- we listen so we learn.
- walking in the classroom.
- keeping our hands to ourselves.
- always cleaning up after our self.

We will show integrity by

- telling the truth
- being honest
- being fair and not blaming others.

We will show empathy by

- treating others the way we want to be treated
- being friends with everyone in the classroom.
- we let others participate in our group game.

We will be goals and will learn to work towards them. We will cooperate and help each other by working as a team to achieve our social and academic goals. We have no right to distract the learning of others.

We agree that we will loose our privileges if we don’t follow the agreement.
CONSEQUENCES

We are committed to:

“Making Good Choices independently”

POSITIVE consequences

- Independent points
- Awards in the school assembly
- Rewards from the Mystery bag
- Table points
- Computer time/ Friday Fun / Class game

NEGATIVE consequences

- Verbal/ visual warning (You move from green to Yellow circle on the traffic light and you are asked to make a good choice yourself. If you make the right choice you move back up to green otherwise
- You move from yellow to red circle and you confer with the teacher where you reflect on class essential agreement.
- Miss out on recess/lunch or Friday free time or a class game. (If you play during work time, you work during play time)
- Meet with Mrs. Treloar/Miss O’Connor/ your parents